Nuevo Horizontes
Guatemala Dental Clinic – Jan 2004
I write by candlelight on a table cluttered with water
bottles cut in half for drinking glasses and an empty
bottle of champagne that celebrated the coming of a
New Year. Outside, the sounds of the crickets and
roosters are scattered by the trucks as they rush by on
the highway. The bats fly in and out of our cabin and
the bedbugs drive us crazy as they scurry through the
Darwinian microbiology experiment that we call our
mattresses. The coil at my feet keeps the mosquitoes
at bay and I dearly hope that the scorpions and
tarantulas that cohabit our humble dwelling will not
find my feet as they keep the cabin ecology intact.
What brought us to Guatemala was a voluntary
dental clinic where we repaired what we could, pulled
what we couldn’t, taught prevention to the children
and instructed two community health workers in the
basics of emergency dental care. It was a beginning,
not more, not less.

Nuevo Horizontes is a cooperative
community of 125 families located in the El
Peten region of northern Guatemala. The
contact with the community came through a
patient who is involved with the Guatemala
Community Network. She suggested that
this community, established only 6 years ago
since the signing of the Peace Accords,
would appreciate our help. We met with the
president of the cooperative in October
2003 and subsequently began collecting
equipment, sundries and supplies that would
support a small dental clinic in this remote
community. A letter of support from the
Guatemalan embassy to facilitate passage of donated supplies through customs was received at 7
p.m. Dec. 24 and, at 4:00 am on Boxing Day, 4 dentists and 350 kg. of dental supplies were en
route to Guatemala. By 11:00 p.m. that evening, amidst a warm tropical rain and a chorus of
barking dogs and crowing roosters, we arrived at Nuevo Horizontes.

The ‘Dr. Ernesto “Che” Guevara’ Medical
Clinic is a 6 room, concrete block building
that serves the community and its neighbours.
A portable generator supplied electricity for
our compressor and suction unit, water was
delivered in 5 gallon jerry cans, sterilization
was achieved with a propane heater and
pressure cooker and ‘Petzel’ camping
headlamps allowed us to see what we were
doing. Once the instruments were sorted and
restorative and surgical ‘departments’
established, we were ready for
the work to begin. The days began at 8 am with 10 –20 patients waiting at the door so there was
no time for idle hands. Luis and Napo, 2 men who had worked as medics during the long war
years, were able assistants and students. Rosa, the clinic nurse, directed patient flow and
assisted with sterilization. Local anaesthetic technique, extractions, principles of sterilization,
instrument care and cavity preparation on extracted teeth were demonstrated and practiced. Two
weeks is a very abbreviated dental course, but necessity during the war years and previous
exposure to a dental therapy program helped to ease the way. Patients soon began arriving from
neighboring villages. It was very moving when Rosa explained that these people were too poor
and therefore they also wouldn’t be charged. Dental awareness in the community was good, and
people preferred to have teeth restored rather than pulled. Unfortunately, because dental care
was usually not available and sweet and pop consumption was high, many extractions were
necessary. The soda pop trucks came each week and made deliveries to all the villages along the
highway! Preventive teaching was done on an individual basis as patients came through the clinic
as well as an afternoon presentation to the entire village. Plaque was disclosed, brushes were
distributed, and after brushing, everyone could admire their neighbors’ shiny teeth. The finale
was a play where we acted out the brave rescue of happy-go-lucky ‘Mrs. Molar’ from the evils of
pop and bacteria. A village dog brought on gales of laughter and cheers, when he too began to
chase and nip at the ‘evil’ ones. We couldn’t have hoped for better audience participation.
Canadian Dental Relief International is an idea that was born while looking into the embers
of a fire on the shores of a lake in northern Canada. Drs. Brian Eckert, Ramon Humeres, Frank
Yung and Rolf Kreher are classmates who share a friendship that spans 25 years, have a passion
for the solitude of the wilderness and realize that the privilege of our training should be shared
with a wider community. Our goal is to provide dental care to under-serviced communities and
to teach emergency dental treatment to local health care workers so they may continue to look
after the needs of their community.
The generous donations of restorative materials, gauze, local anaesthetic, brushes, sutures and
gloves by many dental supply companies and the Faculty of Dentistry provided the staples for
the clinic. We were able to contribute any missing items necessary for the proper functioning of
the clinic by sorting through our own practices and with the help of financial donations. We are
grateful for this opportunity.

Nuevo Horizontes is a story about hope, humanity and courage against the backdrop of civil
war. It is a story about a community of guerrillas who spent their childhood hiding in the
jungles to stay alive and finally were pushed to the point of violence. Their journey from this
past to the establishment of a community where the health of
its' people, the
education of their
children, and
environmentally
compatible,
sustainable
development is a
priority, is a legacy
that we all must
know and seek to
live.
Our hope as a species does not lie with armed conflict and it does not lie with the excesses of
a consumer society whose perception of reality is defined by what the media sees fit to present.
It lies hidden in a small community where the children smile, the doors are not locked, and
people work collectively towards their New Horizon.

In January 2007, we returned to the same community visited in Jan. 2004. Arranged for
donation and transport of two dental chairs, units, lights, dental supplies and sundries, as well as
all lab equipment and supplies for fabrication of dentures.

Together with Drs. Ramon Humeres and Frank Yung and a dental technician, Craig Mortimer
and my family, we provided preventive, surgical, restorative, endodontic and prosthetic
treatment for the community and instructed eight village health care workers in various phases
of dental care.

It is hoped that equipment and training will provide basis for a permanent, self-sufficient clinic
for this community.
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